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The awareness of this Holy Bible teaching came to me in the spirit while 

speaking to a relative about how people today are living in his or her 

bubble. At first, he did not understand what I meant, however, as the 

Spirit of the Everliving, Almighty, and Sovereign Elohim directed I 

explain the bubble life. 

When we were young there was a toy product that could make bubbles. 

This product was made of a liquid that when a child placed a small round 

loop with a long stick attached to the loop, dipped it into the liquid, pulled out the loop of liquid, and then 

the child would blow his or her breath of air through the loop of liquid to form many bubbles. The 

company of this bubble making product produced larger round-shaped loop for a person to make bigger 

liquid bubbles.  

Just as the child would create small or large bubbles from this toy, we adults create and live in our 

bubbles of life. The child would blow a breath of air through the liquid-filled loop to create many smaller 

bubbles that would rise and float in the air up in the sky. When creating the larger liquid bubbles, the 

child would actually had to take the liquid-filled loop and walk or run or move his or her body to make 

huge and long shaped bubbles. Adults create both small and large bubble life in how they move or live 

inside today’s world.  

Just as the bubbles float high in the sky, when a person is living in a bubble he or she is living or 

“floating” high in their life. The person is inside the bubble with a great home, family, job, friends, and 

associates and all seems good in the bubble life. Living inside the bubble life, the person is surrounded 

with a life of smoothness, round and shiny automobiles, boats, houses, items inside the home, and the life 

seems impregnable. People living in their bubble life are filled with life stuff of work, family, etc. The 

loop-liquid bubble is smooth, round, shiny, and looks lovely, until it rises so high that the bubble breaks 

apart. What happens with the bubble life of the individuals rises up too high?  

While the person is living inside the bubble, he or she may not notice their bubble is rising higher and 

higher toward dangerous territory. Initially, the bubble life rising seem all well and good as the 

promotions comes, the bigger house, the larger automobile, and other increases. However, as the person 

agrees to receive more items into their bubble, the bubble continues to grow larger and larger in size. The 
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building pressure of long working hours, less time with family and 

friends, more time spent on fruitless pursuits, and less time spent with the 

Heavenly Father will also increase the size of the bubble life. The 

increase pressures inside and outside the bubble life of being laid off 

from employment, seeking to gain employment, health issues, or how to 

take care of family and yourself will affect the bubble life. As the person 

lives inside their bubble life of working 80 hours a week, taking care of 

family, going to meetings, driving family and friends to appointments, 

and just trying to live, the pressures of life will begin to cause the bubble to rupture.  The rising pressures 

of life all around and the heavier weight of additional things will cause the bubble to break. 

What things do a person want inside his or her bubble life? Usually they want safety of family, secure 

home, ample and permanent employment with good benefits, quality of life, and great health. These are 

normal and reasonable bubble life desires for any person. Nevertheless, when a person creates his or her 

small or large bubble life without the Creator of the universe, the bubble will sooner or later disintegrate. 

The bubble-bursting life will cause a roller coaster ride of spiritual checks and balances. Some people 

create their own bubble life with thoughts of human intelligence and human power, and do not consider 

consulting with the Heavenly Father of His guidance and direction in a matter. The circle of bubble life 

protection of personal connections, networking, friends, and co-workers will collapse under the pressures 

of life if the person has not ground him- or herself to the Heavenly Father and His Word. As the safety 

and security of job, family, and contacts of the bubble life crumbles, many may not know what to do or 

how to live outside his or her bubble life.  

The bubble life filled with unnecessary materials, lust of the flesh, and love of money will cause a heavy 

weight resulting in the bubble splitting. The bubble life having been exposed and fragmented will cause a 

person to look for other means of survival. Would a person allow the bubble-bursting fall destroy or 

deliver him or her? There are only two directions a person could take when his or her bubble life is 

broken and falling apart: Look to oneself or other humans for solution or look to the Everliving, Eternal, 

Everlasting One who is Most High and Exalted for solution. The person may choose to continue to stay 

down from the bubble life disaster and wallow in self-pity. Another option in response to the bubble life 

tragedy is the person may seek the advice and counseling of the Almighty LORD Yahweh Adonai Elohim 

through prayer and reading and doing His Holy Word. The person may fill his or her life with the 

Presence of the Creator of the universe by daily spending quality time with Him. Answers from the 
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Heavenly Father comes by spending quality meditation time in His 

Word. We dedicate our time of sweet quality moments in the presence of 

the Heavenly Father who gave you the job, home, car, family, friends, 

associates, and the breath of life. Hidden quality of life secrets are giving 

to ones who are seeking to serve and obey the Heavenly Father and 

Creator and King of the universe who woke you up today, gave you food 

to eat, clothes to wear, roof over your head, car to drive, money to ride 

the bus, bicycle to ride, feet to walk, mouth to speak, eyes to see, ears to 

hear, and many more blessing too numerous to count.   

Lust of the flesh and love of money will bring a person many undesirable situations. 

All Holy Bible Scriptures are from the New King James Version; www.biblegateway.org 

1 Timothy 6:10  

For the love of money is a 

root of all kinds of evil, for 

which some have strayed 

from the faith in their 

greediness, and pierced 

themselves through with 

many sorrows. 

 

Psalm 106:14  

But lusted exceedingly in the 

wilderness, And tested God 

in the desert. 

 
Proverbs 11:6  

The righteousness of the 

upright will deliver them, But 

the unfaithful will be caught 

by their lust. 

 
Romans 1:24  

Therefore God also gave 

them up to uncleanness, in 

the lusts of their hearts, to 

dishonor their bodies among 

themselves, 

 
 

Romans 1:27  

Likewise also the men, 

leaving the natural use of the 

woman, burned in their lust 

for one another, men with 

men committing what is 

shameful, and receiving in 

themselves the penalty of 

their error which was due. 

 

Romans 6:12  

Therefore do not let sin reign 

in your mortal body, that you 

should obey it in its lusts. 

 

 

Romans 13:13  

Let us walk properly, as in 

the day, not in revelry and 

drunkenness, not in lewdness 

and lust, not in strife and 

envy. 

 

Romans 13:14  

But put on the Lord Jesus 

Christ, and make no 

provision for the flesh, to 

fulfill its lusts. 

 
1 Corinthians 10:6  

Now these things became our 

examples, to the intent that 

we should not lust after evil 

things as they also lusted. 
 

Galatians 5:16  

[ Walking in the Spirit ] I say 

then: Walk in the Spirit, and 

you shall not fulfill the lust of 

the flesh. 
 

Galatians 5:17  

For the flesh lusts against the 

Spirit, and the Spirit against 

the flesh; and these are 

contrary to one another, so 

that you do not do the things 

that you wish. 
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Ephesians 2:3  

among whom also we all 

once conducted ourselves in 

the lusts of our flesh, 

fulfilling the desires of the 

flesh and of the mind, and 

were by nature children of 

wrath, just as the others. 

 

Ephesians 4:22  

that you put off, concerning 

your former conduct, the old 

man which grows corrupt 

according to the deceitful 

lusts, 
 

1 Thessalonians 4:5  

not in passion of lust, like the 

Gentiles who do not know 

God; 
 

1 Timothy 6:9  

But those who desire to be 

rich fall into temptation and a 

snare, and into many foolish 

and harmful lusts which 

drown men in destruction and 

perdition. 
 

2 Timothy 2:22  

Flee also youthful lusts; but 

pursue righteousness, faith, 

love, peace with those who 

call on the Lord out of a pure 

heart. 

 

 

Titus 2:12  

teaching us that, denying 

ungodliness and worldly 

lusts, we should live soberly, 

righteously, and godly in the 

present age, 

 

 

Titus 3:3  

For we ourselves were also 

once foolish, disobedient, 

deceived, serving various 

lusts and pleasures, living in 

malice and envy, hateful and 

hating one another. 
 

1 Peter 1:14  

as obedient children, not 

conforming yourselves to the 

former lusts, as in your 

ignorance; 
 

 1 Peter 2:11  

[ Living Before the World ] 

Beloved, I beg you as 

sojourners and pilgrims, 

abstain from fleshly lusts 

which war against the soul, 

1 Peter 4:1-3 

4 Therefore, since Christ 

suffered for us in the flesh, 

arm yourselves also with the 

same mind, for he who has 

suffered in the flesh has 

ceased from sin, 2 that he no 

longer should live the rest of 

his time in the flesh for the 

lusts of men, but for the will 

of God.  

3 For we have spent enough 

of our past lifetime in doing 

the will of the Gentiles—

when we walked in lewdness, 

lusts, drunkenness, revelries, 

drinking parties, and 

abominable idolatries.  

 2 Peter 1:4  

by which have been given to 

us exceedingly great and 

precious promises, that 

through these you may be 

partakers of the divine nature, 

having escaped the 

corruption that is in the world 

through lust. 

2 Peter 2:9-11 

9 then the Lord knows how to 

deliver the godly out of 

temptations and to reserve the 

unjust under punishment for 

the day of judgment, 10 and 

especially those who walk 

according to the flesh in the 

lust of uncleanness and 

despise authority. They are 

presumptuous, self-willed. 

They are not afraid to speak 

evil of dignitaries, 11 whereas 

angels, who are greater in 

power and might, do not 

bring a reviling accusation 

against them before the Lord. 
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2 Peter 2:18  

[ Deceptions of False 

Teachers ] For when they 

speak great swelling words of 

emptiness, they allure 

through the lusts of the flesh, 

through lewdness, the ones 

who have actually escaped 

from those who live in error. 

 
2 Peter 3:3  

knowing this first: that 

scoffers will come in the last 

days, walking according to 

their own lusts, 

 
1 John 2:16  

For all that is in the world—

the lust of the flesh, the lust 

of the eyes, and the pride of 

life—is not of the Father but 

is of the world. 
 

1 John 2:17  

And the world is passing 

away, and the lust of it; but 

he who does the will of God 

abides forever. 

 
Jude 1:16  

[ Apostates Predicted ] These 

are grumblers, complainers, 

walking according to their 

own lusts; and they mouth 

great swelling words, 

flattering people to gain 

advantage. 
 

Jude 1:18  

how they told you that there 

would be mockers in the last 

time who would walk 

according to their own 

ungodly lusts.
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